[ DESIGNERS TO WATCH ]

Meet a San Francisco Designer Who
Can’t Get Enough of Italian Style

JKA Design founder John K. Anderson infuses his work with the laid-back
refinement of la dolce vita.
BY COURTNEY LICHTERMAN

A fan of European style in general and ITALIAN DESIGN in particular, JOHN K. ANDERSON describes his aesthetic
as “casual elegance” (photo by Liz Caruana). Top: In a San Francisco dining room, a German crystal chandelier
and a portrait by British photographer Richard Learoyd hang over the B&B ITALIA table and chairs and the
MONARCH FIRE CARPET by ALEXANDER MCQUEEN for THE RUG COMPANY (photo by Matthew Millman).

[ OCTOBER 31, 2021 ] John K. Anderson, owner of JKA DESIGN in San Francisco,

was practically born to be a designer. His grandmother lived in a custom midcentury home filled with furniture from the likes of MICHAEL TAYLOR , HERMAN
MILLER , BAKER and NOGUCHI , while his mother frequently mapped out potential

redesigns of their own residence using graph paper and templates. Little
wonder that, as a child, Anderson started drawing floor plans and “making up
houses in my head,” he says. But it was a drafting class his senior year of high
school, in which he designed and built a model of a house, that really cemented
his career choice. “I thought, ‘This is it! I’m done! This is what I want to do!’ ”
To that end, he earned a bachelor of science in interior design from the
College of Architecture and Environmental Design at Arizona State University.
Moving to San Francisco initially for a position with (ODADA), he then worked
for a time in corporate design but soon realized that residential design was his
true calling. “I didn’t want my ‘moment’ to be the reception desk off the
elevator lobby,” he explains. After a few stints with other firms, Anderson
opened his own in 2005.
Describing his aesthetic as “understated, casual elegance and timelessness,”
he points to an exceptionally handsome Bay Area residence designed for a
devout Francophile as a true embodiment of his style. “There’s a really lovely,
sophisticated quality to that house,” he says, citing its “moody, darker” dining
room as an example of that refinement. We spoke with Anderson about his
influences and inspirations, as well as the one period he will almost certainly
never evoke in his work.

In the living room of the same 1923 house, a Regency sofa and a pair of GIO PONTI lounge chairs surround the
coffee table. A faceted brass side table from SCALA LUXURY enhances the room’s golden glow. Photo by
Matthew Millman

Where do you find inspiration?
Travel opens up the mind and expands your perception. I love going to Italy.
It’s one of my favorite places, and I’m always blown away by the history and also
by how Italian designers just know what they’re doing.
I also love film. If I weren’t a designer, I’d be a filmmaker. We’re creating a bit
of theater in our world and in our spaces for people.

Who is your favorite artist?

I’d say San Francisco painter is a favorite. I’m really passionate about
photography and viscerally respond to his exquisite photorealistic portrayal of
everyday life in America during a time in which I was growing up. His work
feels so familiar and surreal at once.

What’s your favorite period or style?
It’s got to be somewhere between 1970 and 1940 — maybe even the midthirties. I love DECO and what happened from that period into the forties.
There’s just so much inspired design, and there’s so much to draw from. The
EIGHTIES had some cool stuff, but the nineties were horrific, and I never want to
see them again!
I also love the work of the architects and designers RICHARD NEUTRA , CARLO
SCARPA and GIO PONTI .

For the living room of a Bay Area family home, Anderson paired a custom sectional with a CABALLITO BLANCO
BENCH by Nestor Perkal for Oscar Maschera, purchased from DUPLEX on 1stDibs. The spiral PIRCE CEILING
LIGHT by Giuseppe Maurizio Scutellà for Artemide echoes the Op art pattern in Angela Johal’s Night Rhythm
No. 4 . Photo by Christopher Stark

Who is your personal style icon?
TOM FORD is pretty amazing, but then I love all things PAUL SMITH .

What is your favorite historic house?
Villa Necchi Campiglio, in Milan, is just “it.” If I could just move in! To me,
that defines classical and modern.

If you could live anywhere in the world, where
would that be?
I’d have to split my time among Palm Springs and Milan and the Amalfi
Coast.

Anderson furnished the bedroom of an Edwardian house in San Francisco’s Pacific Heights neighborhood with
an ART DECO –style custom headboard and 1970s HENREDON olive-burl-wood nightstands. Works by artists
Heinz Butz (far left) and GARY HUME , as well as a pair of botanical prints, complement walls upholstered with a
Holland & Sherry cotton print. Photo by Aaron Leitz

What is your dream project?
I think a project I’m working on in New York is going to get pretty close. It’s a
client who loves design, who loves the process, who allows us to do what we
want to do but is also a great muse. We’re designing lots of custom pieces and
mixing up really exquisite vintage pieces and fantastic art.

What’s the most underappreciated design idea?
Basic hardware-store timers on lighting. I love to walk into my house with
lamps that are already on, warming up rooms and welcoming me home after a
long day. Then, they turn themselves off at bedtime. I know there are more
sophisticated systems out there that you control with your phone, but I like the
simplicity of these almost as a rebellion against our overly tech-driven world.
They don’t send notifications!

